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Preface

Heavy ions and laser beams of high power densities are the

main drivers to produce extremely high temperature and high

density plasmas which would eventually lead 七o 七he nuclear

burning. The studies on hot dense
i)1asmas

are particularly

important to diagnose the plasma and investigate radiation

heating or cooling mechanism in it. Experimental data on atoms in

dense plasmas. which have accumulated rapidly. also require 七he

knowledge of fundamental characteristics of atoms immersed in

plasma for theュ.ど analysis. Up to now. many theoretical

investigations have been reported on an atom or a few-atom

cluster in plasmas. =n this article, we are intending to review

those studies w土七Ⅰュ a hope of prov土d土ng new comers with an

introduction to those problems. With the maximum effort, however,

we have to leave some 土mportant aspects of 七he pエーoblem

undiscussed. The references given at the end of this article may

pro∇土de necessary 土nformation.

工n七be 土n七roductory sec七土on工, a fundamental method of our

approach to the atomic states in plasma is stated. This is

intended to make our standpoint adopted in succeeding discussions

clear and cas上土he l土gh七on七be problems which are usually left

undiscussed. Many of the readers may feel that atomic models

which appear in the succeeding sections do not follow this

scenario. However, what we are insisting in this article is

nothing but this inconsistency of the conventional
'theories.

Section == deals with a hydrogenic atoms in plasma in terms of

classical model potentials. These model potentials introduced in

this section are also used in the following sections. we devote

section === to the discussion of Thomas Fermi Models at finite

temperature because of their simpl土c土七y and wide appl土ca亡ion.

Quantal treatments of 七he problem are discussed in Sec亡土on 工Ⅴ.

4
.

We strict our attention to the atomic moders Pin plasma and

do not intend to go into the elementary processest such as

collisional excitation and ionization by electrons, charge

transfer process and so on. The quantitative understanding of

these mechanisms are now becoming to be an urgent problem for the

design Of a nuclear fusion reactor･ We hope a review article by
●

Karashima et a1,1) which is one of the =PP reports( on I(Theories
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of stopping power for heavy particles in hot and dense pla畠ma-.
1

will cover a pa工･t Of 七hese problems.
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Ⅰ Introduction

=n general, physical properties of matter can be classified

into two categoriest i.e.., macroscopic and microscopic

properties. The microscopic Phenomena, such as X-ray emission,
l

absorption, altOmic collisions accopmanylng Charge transfer,
●

ioni7･ation and excitation of electrons, are described fairly

well, in many caste.s,ぬy con.sidering a single atom or a small

molecule, even though the actual atom or molecule is immersed

in continuous media. However, this treatlnent is inadequate for

the calculation of 七he equation of state′ electronic

conduc亡土Ⅴ土ty′ and energy and heat flow and so oI1′ because 七hese

are concerned w土七h 七he macroscoplC properties of the ma上土er. The
=

same is true for the high density and high temperature plasmas.

As is indicated by the title of this article′ here we focus

mainly upon the microscopic Properties of
hot dense plasmas based

●

on atomic models.

Suppose a plasma is defined as a medium composed of positive

and negative charged particles moving almost freely but still

interacting each other and its state is defined only through the

皿aCrOSCOPic physical quantities. These quantities′ often called

plasma parametersl are expressed by the language of statistical

mechanics; that is, an average of the operator over the grand

cannonical ensamble. Atomic process takes place under the

physical condition which is controlled not by the microsc･opic

parameters but by -the macroscopIC OneS. This means that when t･1e

study atomic process in plasmas with certain plasma parameters,

we should always reduce them into microscpic conditions. On the

contrary′ if we intend to estimate the thermodynam土c proper七ie･s

of the plasma, we need to know elgenStateS Of the system for the
■

purpose of calculating the partition function or interaction

Hamiltonian between almost free particles or quasi-particles and

to perform the perturbation expansion. (This statement may sound

misleading. We do not necessarily need the elgenStateS Of a

system to calculate a thrmodynamic quantity. Computing a trace of

an operator with any infinite rock space is enough; the result

should no七depend on七he choice of 七he space. However. since it

sometimes turns out to be impossible to calculate the 七race wl七h

infinite basis′ we have to use a finite basis as an

t
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I

l

approximation. For that purpose, a set of accurate elgenStateS

should be known. Reference 2 glVeS a discussion abotlt this
■

point.)

So′ the study of atomic pごOper七ies in hot dense plasmas 土s

important for the two reasons; for the analysis of elementary

processes in the plasmas itself and for the basic research of the

other properties wb土cb can be obtained as a result in stat土st土cal

■

aVeraglng'

Now we look at some of the important properties of an atom

in plasmas. As a representative example, we start the discussion

with an X-ray emission spectra 土n 土nert土al confinement
攻.

experilnent using high power laser beams. Figure 1 shows spectrum

of silicon atoinS in
Lllass

a
inicro

balloon observed in the

土nertial conf土ne皿enヒ fus土on exper土皿ent. As 土s seen 土n this

figure, the observed spectrum usually exhibit sharp emission and

absorption lines. The sharpness of these lines suggests that

the atolnS Which radiate these X-rays are in ionic states ･dhich

are not so much different from free ionic states. Actually.

these lines can be, in most cases, asslgned easily on the basis

of the energy-level diagrams of an isolated highly charged ion.

℡hough ヒhe dominan七 features of the spectrum are si皿土1ar to that

of a free ion, soITLe differences are found fro;tti the isolated ion

spectrum which are due to the effect of high density and high

temperature Circumstances. A磁eful investigaton of the

op七土cal spectrum provides us detailed information about the

elec七ron土c s七a七es of 七he plasma.

The first difference appears in the energy of the lines.

This is due to the change ill the degree of the electron screening

of the ion core charge･ The amount of the energy shift

corresponds to the plasma density and temperature through this

degree･ Estimation of the line shift by using the plasma

i)arameters is one of the
lTLain purpose of this research.

The second is the lowering of Rydberg series liinit. This

effect is
often called as continuum lowering and is interpreted

in the following: when the plaslna becomes denset highly excited

states or Rydberg states lose their discrete properties because

other neighboring ions come and fall inside the orbit.al radii

of the Rydberg electrons. These orbitals cease to be atomic and

-4-
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Photon E粥rgy (eY )

Fig. 1 X-ray spectra of Si ion emitted from glassmicro balloons. Maximum compression

estimated is 20 g/cm3 at 200 eV for the spectrum (a)and 50 g/cm3 at 50 eV for

(b) reprinted from N. Miyanaga, Y. lnada and Y. Kato "Annual Report on Laser

Fusion Program" JIE. Osaka Univ. 42 (1979).
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I

they are treated as the lnOlecular or band-like orbitユIs vvhich
are

realized in the solid state. Accordingly, th3 Peak which

corresponds to a transition froiTl thes3 0rbitals becomes so

broad that the spectrum becoITLeS quasi-continuum. This phenoITLenum

looks as if the ionization limit is lovqered. The details will be

discussed later.

The third feature found in the spectra is the existence of

broad peaks.These broad peaks could result fro爪 the convolution

of sharp peaks with an instrumental function of rather poor

resolution. There is yet another possibility that wave functions

concerning these ヒrans土tions depart appreciably from the

discrete atoLnic ones. They LnaY be deloca1'ized
･orbitals

or the

band-like orbitals like those in solid state. The Doppler-

broadening will eLllarge the half width,
too. Their analysis is

rather complicate-d. Since a time-resolved observation of the X-

ray spectra is very difficult, we can not expect t〇 obtain 爪Ore

deta土1ed 土nformation from exper土爪ent. At present. we do not know

ITtuCh about these wide peaks. The study of theLn has コuSt Started

taking the delocalized or molecular orbitals into consideration.

Anyway these spectra contain the inforLnation about hovT high

the plasma temperature is and to What extent atoms in the plasma

are ionized. =n order to answer these questions′ the one-electron

=

eneL-gleS Of initial and final states and the transition

probab土1上土土es between them should be known. ℡o the first

approximation we need only the wave functions of electrons which

interact with photons･ Accordinglyl the practical requirement for

elec七ron土c state lrl plas爪a 土s to obtain a suitable effective

potential土n the Shroed土nger equation and boundary condition of

wavefunct土ons.

Here we use a word effective potential w土tbout any

definition･ For hydrogenic atoms in a
plas.TLal Which will･ appear

土n sectlon 工工. 1ts 血eaning ls rather clear. ℡be effective

potential for a core electron is the result of the interaction

only between 亡be bound electron in question with other free

electrons and surrounding ions･ This ilnPlies that the state of

宕ree electrons and the interactions between ions are not affected

inuCh by a slight change of a core state･ Howeverl the boundary

cond土ヒ土on of the wavefuncヒ土on土s not so clear.工n the土solated

atoATLic case( the boundary condition of the wave function is zero

-6-



at 土nf土n土tyJ Since the atom ln question is 土n plasma. the
●

wave function which
has a large amplitude at the neighbouring ion

土s quest土onable 土n 土ts reality.

工n order to make our problem clear ･it would be be七ter 七o

start with the general description of the problem.

工n hot dense plasma an a七om土s surrounded by many ions and
L

electrons ITLOVe rapidly. Therefore, we can not neglect the

土nteract土ons between 亡he atom and these surroundin9 土ons and

electrons. =f we try to calculate the at)mic states, the motion

of ions and electrons should be known; in other word, we need to

have the knowledge about the correlation betw三en the atolTL and

ions.Tor this purpose. electronic states of the ato爪Sbould be

known. Therefore we have to repeat the same procedure without an

end. An土deal approach would be七o solve the problems of atomic

states and of the motion of 土ons and elect∫ons at the salne time.

However. since tb土s results in an extremely complicated problem.

the motion of 七be ions are. in many cases. supposed 七o be solved

in advance and represented in a sta七土stical way inヒhe course of

the calculation of the atomic problem. ℡his 土s equivalent with

the assumption of separabll土ty of nuclear and electron

coord土nates 王or the total wavefunc亡ion.

Letls write the Hami･1tonia.n of N electrons and Lq nuclei

sys七em′

H--a-∑v三･三三百万･【一芸亨v…瑞
1

g Y

ZZ.
I ∫

IR.-R.(
一 J 7一芸去(,-1,

where r and A stand the position of electrons and nucleil

respectively･ We use Atomic units without otherwise noted･ The

shrodinger equation can be written as′

r,R:E)

df
=HV(r,R:E)

(1-2)

=f an appropriate initial or bou･ndary condition is given and the

shroedinger equation can be integrated( then the plasma

parameters can be calculated by using the partition fuilCtion･

since this approach is practically impossible as
▲neLltioned abovel

-7-



I

we assume that the total wave function is s三parable into

三
■-

wavefunct土onら o王 the elect工･On and those of the nuclei. 1.eり

V(r,札t)=○(r,i)申(氏,i). (1-3)

our present problem is no七to obtain the motion of nuclei

but to calculate the electron wave function.エn most cases we

supposeくD(R.t), which represents the motion of nuclei, is known･

●
●

Removing the terms of the kinetic energies and potential energies

between nucleit the time dependent flamiltonian for the electron

system can be wri比en as

HOT-｢豊∑v…･吉孟e Y

(1-4)

where Rk-ら are given by theo)(R,t)･ Here in Eq･ト4･ nuclear

coordinates are assumed 七o be expressed in semi-classical way and
●

are included into the Ham土1ton土an only parametor土cally.

Nuclear motion may affect the electronic property. =ts

contribution depends on the time scale of the process which
are

considered. For a hydrogen plasma at temperature 10 Rev, the

average speed of nuclei is about 0.6 a.u.. Since radiation and

absorption of photons are usually very fast processes, the time

dependence'of i(A,t) can be considered as static･ This

corresponds
to the assumption that each electron forgets what ion

it orlglnally has belonged to. However it is a well known fact
■ ●

that, for processes like charge transfer, collisional

excitation and ionization, the motion of electrons with respect

to a particular nucleus sometimes plays importan七 roles when 七he

collision velocity is larger than unity.

Apart from the time dependence of R(七). the Hamiltonian at

this stage is that of a familiar multielectron multi-center

system･ Since this problem itself is an extremely difficult

taskl We must make some approximation. Three kinds of

approximations are commonly used in which one can take th畠

contributions of nuclear potentials into consideration. Since the

regularity or periodicity of atomic configuration (Rj) can not be

assumed in the plasmasJ the first dne Jet･m:Phasi之eS セーhis

-8-



irregularity or randomness of the atomic configuration. The
●

Coherent Potential Approximation (CPA), which is often applied to

the random system such as amorphous, is an efficient approach.

Kishimoto and Mima have applied this method to neon plasLrLaS. The

second is the method to 七ake the 七上皿e average of the 土onic

configuration.s. Many workers can reduce the potential can be

reduced into spherical ones by this method. The Debye-Ⅱuckel′

Ion-Sphe£e, the Stevart-Pyatt models and more elaborate ones are

widely used for 七h土s purpose.The simplest one土s 七o assume七he

regularity of the atomic configuration for the plasma even though

it is considered rather far from the reality. The■muffin-tin

Thomas-Fer皿i
LqOdel and an approach bas3d on DV-Ⅹd belong to this

group. Theories.of the first and the third groups include the

features that electrons can move around every ions in plasmas

resulting in the binding nature between the ions. However,

approaches based on the second group usually neglect this effect.

℡he con七r土bu七土on form the 土ons i5 apprOX土mated
七o be

spherical symmetric, then the Eel reduces to

He,-【一芸=v…･Ⅴ(r"･三三缶
(,-5,

Y ^?P ^ P

Even in this approximation Hamiltonian is still that of

multielectron problem. =f all th(王 electrons in the system are

assuzrLed to be in bound states and if we do not mind the aITLOunt

of calculat土on′ there are some possib土1i七ies to carry out the

integration of the Shroedinger equation. HowevL3r, it is difficult

to calculate an accurate wavefuncヒion of multi-excited state with

the present ab土1土ty of computational method.

To separate the electronic wave function into the parts of

free electron and bound ones 土s one of the practical ways,though

this gives rise to a new problem: i.e., how many electrons are
二

in the bound states . Under this approximation, the Hamilt.onian

in question ls inヒhe form

He,b-i-ト芸∑v…･veu'r'】･喜.妄ve㌫nd

V etT'~ー
2y.L蒜肌dlrv-rAZ

-9-
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The potential Veff(r)tin Eq･ 1-6 now includes the interaction

between 亡he bound and free elect∫ons.

Average Atom 血Odel and Quantum Cell拭odel are based on this

Halniltonian or its relativistic form and we solve the Hartree-

Fock or Dirac equations. Going into further approximation, we can

neglect the shell structure of atoms and molecules. This leads to

the idea 〇f the Thomas-Ferztli or Quantum-statistical拭odels.

Here we summarize the difficulties encountered when we solve

the problems of atoms 土n plasma. First, the motion of

surrounding ions can not be taken into account in an ordinary

framework o至 trea七men七. Second′ if ions･are coJISidered 七o be

fixed in space, their configuration is random. So, we can not use

the familiar idea of the lunit cell' as in solid state physics.

Accompanying to this point, the boundary condition of the

wavefunct土on can not be c】.early defined. ℡bird, the system has

many ionized electrons. This makes the problem more difficult.

We can not distinguish free wave function from bound one when

Hamiltonian of the system is approximated and the bourfdary

condition can not be definitely s七a七ed.

-10-



lI ClassicalModel Potentials and Hydrogenic Atoms

I

Three theoretical models presented in this section treat the

motion of positive ions and electrons classically. The first one

is the Debye-Huckel theory which is valid for high temperature

and low density plasma (i･e･, the ion-coupling
parameterrTHl.

is the ratio of kinetic energy of ions due to thermal motion to

the Coulっmb potential between tbem･工f the effective charge of

the ions is Z*, r7is written as (eZ)2/RbT)･ The second model is

the Ion-sphere node1･ This model is useful when r7 exceeds unity.

The final model is called the Pyatt-Stevart 皿Odel. This reduces

to the above two models at tbe亡wo extremes Of ド. By separating

the bound electrons from the free ones′ 七h土s model lead us to the

concept of so-called f'continuum lowering

f
'
.
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Ⅰ王-1 Debye-Huckel Model

==-l･-A Debye-Huckel Model Potential

Let ne(I) and ni(rHi-112r.･･N), be the number densities of

electron and the i-th positive ions of charge zi at position r･

These particles are in thermal equilibrium at temperature T.

･ The electroLlic potential V(I) for an electron around a

positive charge.Zo satisfies the Poisson eq･

v2v(r)=
-血e(∑zin,･(r)-ne(r)+Z.8(r))･

I

I

where 6(r)stands f.r the three dimenti.nal delta functi.n.

(2-1)

The charge neutra_1ity condition of the system is written as

一Ⅳ

∑z.･nE(00)≡

ne(00), (2-2)

t

where ni(a) and ne(P) are the density of the ith ions and

electron a七infini七y′ respect土vely.

At the high temperature･ 1土m土t′ both electrons and土ons are

in Maxwell distribution,
r

I

ni(r) ≡

ni(防 )ew(ZieV'(r)/hBT)･

ne(ど)
≡

A.(∞ )ap(-eV'(r)/kBT)･

form

(2-3)

=f P- l/(kBT) is small･ Eq･ (2-3) can be expanded in the

'ii(r) =

nl(00)【1+PZieV(r)]･

A.(r)
=

A.(cD)[1-Pew(r)]･
(2-4)

By substituting Eq. (2-4) into (2-1), we obtain the Poisson

equation for the sys七eml

-12-



v2v(r)=血e(∑a.･(00) Z.･-ne(也))

I

(2-5)

十如eZ.8(r)一触e2(∑z.?ni(00)+ne(∞.)V(r)
一

The first term in Eq.(2-5) is 2:erO from the neutrality

condition of Eq･(2-2)･ A relation ne(叫=三三Zi(00) reduces Eq (2-
I

5) into 'L

v2v'(r) ≡

-4Ⅲβe2∑
(z&?+zi)nl(∞) +血eZo6(r) ･

暮

Let the Debye length D be defined as follows

D~2 -

4叫e2(∑(z?+zl)A.･(00)),
Z

then the electric potential V(r) is readily obtained

Ⅴ(r)≡ -Zoexp(-r/D)/r･

(2-6)

(2-7)

(2-8)

The Debye length is a measure of screening of a pure Coulomb

potential Zo/r･ D is small at low temperature and/or the product

of ion-density and its charge is large. Since lnOSt electrons are

ionized in high temperature plasma, charge Zi isusually larger

than unity･ Neglecting the Zi term in Eq･ (2-7) and putting ろZi
to z*( the Debye length is written as

～

D-2 I 4mPe2z.2nI･(00)･ (2-9)

Using the ion-coupling constant r7 and the average ion

distance Ro (≡(3/4 n土)-り3′
D土s expressed as

D -

R./?r) (2-10)

=f r7value is the order of unit , the Debye length is roughly

equal to the average ion distance Ro･ when Ro is larger than D(

We Can not assume ions are in Mazwell-Boltzmann distribution.

This violates the assuLnPtion of Eq･ 2-3･ Therefore ･che Debye-

Huckel model breaks down for｢〉1.

_13-



==-1-ら Hydrogenic atom in Debye-Huckel pot･5-ntia1･
⊂岩

I

Harris3) has calculated the ene･rgy levels of a hyar〇genic

atJm in a Debye-Huckel potential by the variation lnethod
by

using the unperturbed hydrogenic w･avefunctions as a basis set.

The.total Hamiltonian is assum､ed to be the sum of 七he kinetic

energy of a electron丑o a皿d 七he De･bye-Huckel potentiral V(r)

H= Ho+V(r)

p2 __‥
e2z

Ho =

･i=･Ⅴ(㍗)≡
-Map(-'/D)r

i2-ll)

where the D is the Debye length defined by (2-9).

D-2=4叫∑niZ…
e2

The eigenfunction甘 of this atom is assu皿edもo be
･吋ritten

as the superposition ｡f Hydチogenic
wave

functionヰn,l'r･e･か
with the variational coefficients anll

vち,
- ∑ aha.,onJ(r,0･中) (2-12)

l一

Since the analytical forms of the basis functions are knownl the

overlap and'Hamilt｡nian matrix elements Sis (
-く申iIヰa,)and nij

-く¢ilHoi¢j,
) , respectively, can also be calculated

analytically. By diagonili2:ing the secular matrix, coeficients

a's and the energies of the orbitals can be computedr. Harris uses

l

basis functions of principal quantuLn number up to 9.

c･ R･ Slnith4) applies a perturbation formalism to calculat3
=

the b〇und state energies in the Debye-Huckel potential. 一冗e writes

the Hamilton土an of the system as七be sum of unperturbed ⅠIo and

the perturbation part H', i.e.

-14-



H=Ho+H'

Ho=-V2一三+
r

2 HJ+1)

2
∫

2
H･=

--【e-rJD+1).r

(2-13)

The perturbation energy to the first order for the (n,i) orbital

土s

m - <ぷ,A,IIIH>I RnJ>

22E+3(a+I)!2Fl(-A+I+1 I

-A+I+I ･21+2 ･4D2/n2)

,L2E+4(21+ 1)i (a- I+ 1) !(2 /a+ 1 /D)2nD2n-2L-2

2
-

･-2
n

(2-14)

Smit'h presents the expression up to the second order of the

perturbation energy in his paper.

His remarkable conclusion is as follows. =f perturbation

energy is expanded in (1/D). Eq. 2-14 will be approximated by

Ag ≡

-2/(D+'L2
). (2-15)

●

Frol托this equation, we can estimate the maximuln PriユこIpal quantum

number of the highest bound state g2･ g2 should satisfy the

inequality

g2<D
1(2-16)

The other approach for the bound states in the Debye-Huckel

potential was made by F･J･Rogers et a1.5) They choose a straight

forward way of solving the vavefunctions numericallf for the

Debye-Huckel potential.

Though there are several differences amc)ng the results of

these authors. followings are the common features for the bound

states of an atom in七he Debye-Huckel poten亡土al.

The energy shifts of bound states as functions of the Debye

length D are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The units of the horizontal

axis are inverse proportional to the Debye length, i.3.,

8 =ao/D

-Ⅰ5-

(2-17)
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Fig. 2 Energies of s-type orbitals for a hydrogenic ion in Debye-Huckel potentia壬. (ref.3)
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Fig. 3 Energies of p-typeorbitalfor a hydrogenic ioninDebye-Huckel potential. (ref.3)
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where ao represents the Bohr radius･ The vertical axis shows the
I

calcula,ted energy normali2ied by that of an isolated hydro首enic

atom, i･e･･ Eo - 1/2n2･ From Figs･ 2 and31 We Can See that the

states of a large principal quantuiTL number gain their energy with
■

the
incr?a§e

in the screening charge or decreasing a ･

AccoLnPanYlng tO the energy shifts, the radial wave functions

diffuse outward. The typical example is shown in Fig. 4. With

the increase in the screening, the peak value decrさases and the

electron density flows out.

Since the energy levels are shifted upward with the

decreasing D, the number of bound states becomes sma1･1. Figure 5

土11ustra七es this feature. ℡h土s shows that 七he relation between n★

and D is almost linear, as is suggested by Smith. The number of
★ .

bound state g lS expressed as

g'= al +
a2ZD/ao (2-18)

the parameter al and a2 are Obtained by a f土七t土ng and are

summarized in table 1.

Dipole transition probability between the orbitals in Debye-

Huckel potential is calculated by Roussel and OTconnel16) using

the numerical basis function obtained by 七he use of the variation

method. =n their orlglnal paperl there are complete sets of the
●

table of the en苧rgleS Obtained･ The dipole transition
■

probabilities are calculated in the length form･ Figure 6 shows

the七he ratio of the transition probabilities of an atom in七he

Debye-Huckel potential to an isolated atoLn･ When the plas7na

density increases (i.e., The Debye length becomes small), the

七ransit土on matrix elements decrease because the energy difference

between the initial and final states becomes small.

These calculations have been done for Hydrogenic ions in

plasmas. =t is ofcouse possible to solve the mu1ナi-e･1ectron

problem in the Debye-Huckel po七ent土al. Helium likes ion in l⊃ebye-

f7uckel potential have been studi.ed.7)

工エー1-C Some problems

As mentioned above, an atom
in the Debye-Huckel potential

has only finite number of bound states. However, there arise a

-19-
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question if all these bound states are we11 defined･ The average

radius of these bound electrons sho'uld be less than the av三rage

ion distance. =f it were not the case, we must consider the

mixing of the wave functions between ions･ In a rough estiiTLatel

the average radus of n orbital (rn> can be

express aS

z*/n2
=

exp･(-(rn)/D) /<rn> (2-19)

ifくrn> exceeds the average ion distan､コe軸′ the reality of the

obtained wave function becomes questionable. Maximum number of n

which satisfy this condition is plotted in fig. 7. This shows

that some of the highly excited state, which is bound in thle

Debye-Huckel potentialJ
lose their reality･
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II-2 Ion-Sphere Model

==-2-A =on-Sphere Model Potential

As mentioned in subsection =ト1J the Debye-Huckel model

breaks down
when｢〉1･

At this density and temperature region, the

correlation between the ions is strong as shown in Fig. 8.The

Ion-Sphere model approximates the pa.ir correlation function in

Fig. 8 with a step function. This approximation is often stated

that a positive ion defines its own territory into which other

positive ions can not enter･ Let Ro be the radii of this

spherical territory and call the ion-sphere radii･ Since

electron-electron correlation is strong too, the electron density

ne i畠supposed to be constant･ The charge neutrality condition

determines the electron density illSide the ion-sphere, namely

ne =

3Z/(4na:) (2-20)

Here, ve use the word '=on-Sphere] to identify the models

which is based on the maxilnum idealization of ion-ion and

electron-electron pair correlation functions. However, in some

casミS. the ion sphere model is refeL-red to the treatment which is

similar to the one based on the Wigner-Seit2; Cell: but this is

not the case. The confusion over these two different ideas

sometime causes troubles. Therefore we will note What ions-sphere

means each亡ime when tb土s may happen.

The electronic potential V(r) at position r satisfies the

Po土sson eqり

1d2

言誘(rv(r))
=叫飢e-eZ6(㍗)】･ (2-21)

The boundary condition for the ion-sphere 血Odel potential V(r)

is defined from the requirLnentS that V(r) is purely Coulombic in

ヒhe vicinity 〇f the orlgln and the electric force is zero at the
● ●

surface of the ion-sphere.

V'(r) =

-Zo/r

i

&v'(r)=o･
atr=Ro I

TorT･= 0.

-24-
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with these conditidnsI The PoissQn eq･ (2-21) raduc3S tO the fっL-in

v(r,ニー芋･荒は,2.封
(2-23'

工ト2-B Hydrogenic atom in工on-Sphere po七ent土al

Energy levels of hydrogenic atoms in an Ion-Sphere like

potential are calculated by Skupsky8) and YalnamOtO et a19)･

skupsky appl土ed七he perturba七土on method
to ls and 2p of a

hydrogenic atom and pointed out the energy of the Ka x ray

shifts a1･ways to the lower energy Side when the ion-sphere radius

becomes small( or When the ion density becomes large･

suppose hydrogenic wave functions of ls and 2p with the

orbital exponents ち1s and ;2p are

中h = ((1s3/m)∽exp (一弓Isr)I

(2-24)

oq,
-

(k5/班)1mexp(-もr)
･

The energy Shift AE of the 2p - 1s optical transition in the

二on-Sphere model土s

AE= <2pIVr'12p>
- <1sげ'IIs>

where′

Z

v,-義((去,2璃'
=

A little calculation gives

45 1 1 Z-1
2

AE=~【す宕~3譜】布e
=f 'sls - Zao and ち2p- Zao･ムEis writt'an as

AE (eV) - 3･67 x 1022 ne(cm-3)/z2.

(2-25)

(2-26)

skupsky extended this calculation and made it into self-

conslstent approximation.

yamamoto also uses the perturbatiofl apPrOXimation and

calculated the energy shifts･ The int上raction Hamiltonian 〇f a

hydrogenic ion in Ion-Sphere of radius Ro is

-25
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v-e2 I∴空芸dr･I ne(r,- (.?a-"/'Wo''orr,i,Rio. (2-27)

The perturbed energy Enpl for the hydrogenic wave functions of
t

principal and azimuthaLlt quantum numbers′ n and i respectivelyLl

ar.e

AEn,f = <托･EJ V7Jn,l>

(z-1 )e2

2ao

where

雛-(芸,2芸(5n2･1-3"l･1,･,
･ (a-1,e2 IR7./､【u一緑2･ ;(R:,3u4･'n2Rd2血

zE
=

r)ad
a =

Tlao/2Z
tL

(2-28)

Figure 9 plots the energy shift of several levels against

the plasma density. When th(2
J?1asma

density increases ev3ry

orbital energy goes up and high n wave functions vanish into the

continuum. This phenoLnentim COrreSPOnds to the continuum lovverinbT

in this quantal case. H･JWeVer, the reality of these highly

excited orb土tals, which have七he amplitude outside the sphere and

thus vulnerable to the perturbers.土s questionable.

Ya爪a爪OtO e亡 al added non-spherical perturbation Hamllton土an

to this model. This additional potential causes a Stark shift to

the energy of the orbitals. Concernin甘 tO this effect, see

subse･=ti⊃11 =Ⅴ-1.
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Fig. 9 Density-dependence of the energy-level of a hydrogen-like neon calculated by the

ion-sphere model with a Hartree potential: Enl =

-Z2/2n2
+ AEnl. (ref.9)
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ⅠⅠ-3 Stewart-Pyatt Model

S土nce 七he Debye-Huckel model土n subsec七ion 工エー1土s valid

only for high temperature and thin plasma, the velocity

distribution of electrons can be the M.xwellian. =n oi･der to

extel一d this model to high plasma, the Fermi-Dirac distribution

should be used without relying On the hi)h temperature

expansion.

Let's write the Poisson Eq.(2-1) again.

v2v(r) =

-4ne2(∑
zini(r)-ne+a.8(r)) ･

一

(2-1)

=n the present lTL〇del alectrons are i_i the Fermi-Dirac

Distr土but土on.

c-
1m

ne(r)
=

ane(∞)
卓Vl(,) 1+apt?(e-eV'(r)+I)】

血 (2-29)

The integration of RHS of eq. (2-29) starts from the energy at

which the kinetic energy of electL-On is positive.

positive ions is in the Maxwell distribution as are same as

the Debye-Huckel爪Odel.

･Li(r)
=

ni(00)expトPzIV(r)I (2-30)

Now we introduce new non-dimensional variables x=r/D with

the Debye-length defined in (2-7) and potential y
-Pev･

Equation

(2-1) is written ass

1 ㌔ 1

H～蒜(Ⅹy)=
~(
z2+1

F(Y-a,Y) <Zap(-Z'Y)>
+c(X)).

F(-a) <Z>
(2-31)

･dhere く〉 means the averaging with respect to ions weighted ni(OQ)

and Z* stands forくZ2,/くZ,･ The Fermi integral F(I,Y) is defined

aS

F(I,Y) ≡

1+esp(i-～)

a 土n eq (2-29) is the normalize constant as defined from

-29-
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A.(め)≡

t

2(2n爪ehBT )3G 2

市F'-a･0'.

The final for爪 Of the Poisson equation is read as

1 d2 1

.F(Y-a,Y)圭一二(XY) = ⊥-て【
XdX2'---I 1+Z.~ F(-a) 一句I(-Z●)十c(X)].

(2-33)

(2-34)

Thi's equation and the resultant potential are u.jually called as

Stewart-Pyatt equation and potential, respectively. The first

teri氏 Of RHS in eq. (2-34) is brought from electrons and the

second ls from positive ions and the third土s from the central

nuclear charge.

Letls consider the solution of Eq･ 2-34 in two extreme

CaSeS｡

1) When z*yH1, the potential V(r) or Y is decided lTLainly bz

the spatial distribution of the positive ions. Eq (2-34) reduces

to the Debye-Huckel equation

1 d2
_"__.

1

x一遍(XY)=こ矛+C(X)
(2-35)

2) When Z*YHl (i.e., Y"1/Z*), the doLninant features of the

potential are determined not by the positive 土ons but the

electron畠. =f the average charge of positive the ions Z* is much

larger than unity, F(y-a)/F(-a) is nearly equal to unity for

1/Z*くYく1. =n this case the solution of Eq. (2-34) is identical to

that for the ion-sphere potential′

1 ㌔

,言諺(XY)=

Y+a(X) (2-36)

=n general, condition l is satisfied f･3i- large I (= r/D). On

th･き COntrary′ in the limit of X = 0, condition 2 holds.

Thく'.ref ore. the Stewart-Pyatt equation glV王S the Debye-:iucke1
●

potential at infinity and the ion-sphere potential at the orlgln.
● ●

Now we remind that there are bound and free electrons, which

Were not treated separately in the previous discussion. Let

nfe(I) and Abe(I)
be the number densiti'3S Of the free and bound

electrons′ respectively･ Th3 POtential Vf(r) felt by a free

electron satisfies the salne Poisson Eq. (2-1)

-30-



v2v/(r) ≡

-4n'e[ ∑z`n`(r)- nE(r･)-ne?+2.8(r)]
1

(2-37)

=f the density of bound electron is knoyIP. its contribution to

vf(r) can be represented by modifying the central ,tear charge

zo･ using a new effctive ncharge Ro thus obtained′ the Poisso⊥1

Eq.(2-37)土s in the form

v2vf(r)ニー4rn[∑zini(r)-nE(r)･K.8(r))
l

(2-38)

Free elect∫ons obey the Fer爪トDirac distribution and we write

n∈-ane(00))

○
_ 1J2

C

o 1+exp[P(e-eV(T･)+I)]
M

I
血

J2-39)

nE(a)=ne(∽)
The boundary condition (2-39) means that there is no bound

electron at 土nf土nity.

⊥寸ow we define a non-dilTLen.5ional potential for free electrons

v(I) by Vf(I)･ Eq･ (2-38) is written as

1 d2 1
_F(Y-a,0)圭一-=(XY) =

-=【
XdX2､"I' 1+a.~ F(-a) -esp(-z+)

+Ko8(X)] (2-40)

The LHS of Eq. (2-40) is a function of the free electron

potential and the RHS is of the that of total electron. Fro皿Eq.

(2-39) the boundary condition for V 土s

v(-)=vf(00) (2-41)

Let S(x) be the RHS of Eq. (2-40) with the known Y in EJ. (2-34):

1 d2

言諒(xY)=S(X),
(2-42)

1

_F(Y-a,0)S(X)= ｢ 【
1+Z'L F(-a,0) -expトZ+Yl+Ko8ば)I

A for爪al土n七egrat土on of 七he polsson Eq. (2-42) is written as

v(x, - I.7s(t,.･dt一妄I.7s(E,t2d"J(2-43,

A paL･arneter J which determines the behaviour of the potential at
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th3 0rigin is decided by the boundary condition (2-41) as

J= - S(i)Ldl = V(0) (2-44)

･
Though numerical integration leads the solution v(x), we

can obtain an approximate solution in the following way.

Suppose y(Ⅹ) and v(Ⅹ) are connected sLnOOthly at xl. The

position of xl is decided later･ For x 〉 Ⅹ1′ Y is
･31Ven

by the
●

Debye-Huckel potential

Y
a

-

e-X
X

For x < &1, Y is the ion-sphere poteEltia1･

K

y= -_∫+
X

x2

6(Z'+ 1)

(2-45)

(2-46)

℡he conditions that both solut土ons are continuous and smooth at

xl yield

J- i(l･X+
z++I

(2-47)

X.

K= ⊥(1+Xl+

z++I

x?1

3

The connecting poinm xl is obtained by the neutrality condition

4It

′ ●

x2ydX=Z .

-32-
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II-4 Continuum Lowering in the Three Models

Witll an increase in the plaslna density, energies Of the

bound states shift upward. ℡bis shift is descr土bled in the

爪Odels 土ntroduced 土n this section. ℡his effect 土s observed

experilTLentally in the X-ray eLnission spectruLTL aS the edge shift

of continuous X-ray. This phenoITLenum is often called as

''continuuLn loweringT' and used as a method of deterLnining the

plasma density and ヒe爪pera七ure.且ny 爪Odel for an ion in screened

potentials can give an explanation of this continuum lowering but
●

the estimation of its magnitude is different each other.

By the Debye-Huckel modell the contj･nuum lowering Cl is

calculated by subtracting the pure Cou1こ)mb主JOtential Zo/I from

V(∫)土n Eq. (2-8).

cl=lim【
rー¢

Zoexp( -r/D)
-

zip)

r r

(2-49)

工n the土on-sphere modell CIV Is glVen by the add土t土onal
term

●

-ez/2Zo
in Eq･ (2-23)･ For the Stewart-Pyatt Hodel'Cl is given

byJin (2-44). (See Table2)

TAB工.E 2 Continuuln Lowerings by Classical Models

Models Es亡土ma七土on of continuum lowering

Debye-Huckel

ェon-Sphere

Stewart-Pyatt

-zo/D

-eZ/2Ro

-∫
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ⅠlI Semi-ClassicalTreatments (Thomas-Fermi Model and its extensions)

For atoms in strongly coupled plasmas, i.e., T7Hl, Thomas-

rFer爪1 model is 王requen七1y used because of the following reasons.

First, this model does not assume uniform electron distribution,

while 七he ion-sphere model dose. Second′ equat土on of state and

thermodynam土c varlables can be easily obtained in tb土s model.

WlanY Workers have extended and modified the orlglnal Thomas-
f

Fermi model which is for the zero temperature. Cowan and

Ashk土nll) derived the equation with the exchange interaction

included and valid for at finite temperature. Von Weisacker12)

and Plaskett13) introduced so called weisacker or gradient

correction. Thomas-Fermi model with this corection is often

called Quantum Statistical抵odel. From the viwpoint of the

density functional metbod′ 七h土s correction can be treated

systematically. Taking the electron density as a fundamental

variablel Honenberg, Kohn and Sham14,15,16) introduced the basic

idea of the density functional method. Marmin17) and Pe11ow18)

extended this model to the finite temperature case.

℡be ion-sphere model土s based on the most s土mplest 瓜Odel of

the 土on-ion and the electron-electron correlations. But the

l

orlglnal Thomas-Fermi model dose not take these into account. The

Thomas-Fermi model can describe features of atoms in plasma only

if these correlation is stated in the form of boundary condition.

=f not, the Thomas-Fermi model can handle only an isolated atom

or ion. When the 土on-sphere type boundary condit土on 土s

introduced, the Thomas-Fermi model is called confined AtoJn

Thomas-FerJni拭odel (CATFD). The boundary condition of Debye-

Huckel type is also appl土ed 亡o the ℡homas-Fermi model. This

version is called the Debye-Huckel Thomas-Fermi拭odel (DHTF for

short).

Results of Thomas-Fermi model may depend on two points′ one

is 亡he accuracy of density funcヒ1onal approach and the other one

土s the bp土ndaェ･y cond土t土on of でF一皿Odel which must reflect the

real enviroument of atoms in plasmas. We briefly 土nヒroduce the
ヽ

Thomas-Fermi model from the standpoint of the density functional

method. The review article by N.H.March18) is usuful for the

detailed d土scuss土on on tbe ℡homas-Ferm土 model and tha七by Gup亡a

and Rajagopal19) for七he density functional metbod｡
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ⅠⅠⅠ-1Basic Forn一alism

The total Hamiltonian fl for an interacting electron gas at

finite tefnPerature in an external potential V(r) is written as

the sum of the kinetic Tt potential energies and the interaction

energies between electrons tl, i.e.,

E = T + V + U. (3-1)

with electron wave function (rll r2111, rN)I each teem in RHS of

eq3-1土s written

丘2
T== -

2〝1

Ⅴ=

vv+(r)vv(r) drN'

v(r)+vv(r)drN ,

a-吉Jv(r,'u(xi-Xj,v(r,a("
･

(3-2)

where u(xi-Xj) stands for the interaction energy between

electrons.
1

The partion function. Z is glVen by

EK-PN

訂`ーー kBT
z≦ ∑expト (3-3)

Here Ek is the energy eigenvaLlues of CJk and ノユrePreSentS
the

chefnical potential･ N is the total number of electrons in the

system･ SirlCe the grand canonical distribution山K is given as

wK甲K)
=

eXPト

EK-PN

kBT
]/Z,

七be density matr土Ⅹ 土s

p錘'エ,)
≡

WKVK("vK'(x･)

≡ ∑exp(
K

-EK-PN

hBT
]vK (x)vK

～(x･)
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t

Therefore the electron density n(r) can be written

n(r)
= Tr(pov'(′)v(r))I ,･=,

Now t丘e grand potentialE? of the system becomes

I
s2 = TT【p(H-pN+

pTEnpH

(3-6)

(3-7)

=f the system is in thermal equilibrium, the grand

potentialS2 takes the minimum. The density functional method is

based on the idea that the density rdatrix P is the unique

functional of the electron density n(I). Correct n(i-) minimizes

the grand potential . Since the density matrix is the unique

functional of n(r), the energy expectation value (H) is also

the functional of n(r).

We define F(n)

<H>
- Tr[pH) - ∫V(r)A(r)dT･+ FEN(T･))

耳onenberg and Kohn15) define G[n(r)] by F[n(r)] as

1

F[n(r)I ≡ -

2 ド空㌢drdr･･ -(r"

(3-8)

(3-9)

Here G[n(I)] represents the kinetic energy of electrons and

exchange and correlation interactions betweeen electrons.

Therefore G[n(r)] can be written as

G[n(r---u
Vr'v,A(r･,,I

,=′ dr･喜J
Now we define gr[n]

by

Gfn(t･)] =

8,[TL) dr

c2(r･r')

!r-t･'l
dtldT･

1

(3-10)

f3-ll)

though G[n(r)] is a unique functional of n[r], gr【n]
is not

unique･ Indeed, gr[n] with an arbitrary functional hr of n[r]

8r[n7

-gr[n,･圭芸h,V[n,
gives the equivalent results.

Suppose g上【n】
1s expanded as
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3

g,[n]
-

a.(A(r)) ･ ∑gi(a(r)')Via(r)
i=1

+ ∑g;.1;･り(A(r))v.･n(r)v)･n(r)
i,∫

'8:.2,'･(a(,))viVjn(,)
･ ･･･

(3-13)

From the facts that gr[r] is invariant under a rotation of r and

that addition of an arbitrary divergence hr[n] gr is known to

have the form

g,[n] =

8.+a;2)(a)恥)(Vn)+

+ 【gi2'(A)(v㌔)Ⅳ2n)+

8Y)(A)q2n)(-A)

+8;4)(a)(vnv托)21+...

(3-14)

got g2 and g4 are not functionals but the functions of rl(r)･ The

second term in eq 3-14 introduces the gradient correction.
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工=エー1 -a Thomas-Fer皿i Equation

Now we derive the usual Thomas-Fermi equation. For this

purpose we neglect the gradient term of the functional of T and

the exchange and correlation terms in eq 3-10. Furthermore, we

approximate the gr by its form of a free electron gas at zero

temperature. i.e..

3

g,bl -詣【KF(A"2n

●

where Kf is Fermi moITtentum given by

KF I (3n2n)∽

The total energy of this system can be written as

E =

V u(T･)a(T･) dr+

3 (3rI2)2B

10 ∫

A(T･)A(r')
r-r,

,i(,)5Bd,

dTldT･
'

(3-15)

(3-16)

(3-17)

Since temperature T is zero, the condition of Eninimizing E

determines the electron dens土七y n(ど). na爪ely′

8[Eu(A)-p TL(r)dr】
≡ o.

Equation 3-18 yeilds

y(- l竺さdr･･喜I(3n2,～(r,PB-,-o

●

工f we define the internaコ_ potential vl(ど) as

vi(r,

-]諾dr･
･

then
s土爪ult串ouseqs.

v2ui(T) =一血n(T)

n(,)
=

(1/3n2)【2(p-eu(r)-ui(r))fy2,

(3-18)

(3-19)

(3-20)

(3-21.)

are equivalent with eq. 3-19. Elminating n(r) from eqn. 3-21, we
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can obtain the well known Thomas-Fermi eq., that is,

21J2

v2ui(r) -一言【p-eV(r)-eVl(r"3a
･ (3-22)

=n the Thomas-Fermi Model in the case of a finite

temperature, a(∫) is replaced by

a(T･)
=

1 + exp(P[p2/2m+ev(r)十evi(r)-P))

(3-23)

Here we have used the fact that the total wavefuction should be

anti-sym皐rized
because an electron is a fermion.

Ill-1
-b

王:Ⅹchage interaction and Gradient correction

Approximating gr[n] in eq. 3-14 by eq. 3-1, we obtain

Thomas-FerLni equation with the exchange interaction. An accurate

calculationii) shows gO ineq 3-14 is intheform

a. - a(3品,2B･ee.,(a, (3-24)

where eec represents the exchallge and correlation interactions･

When the electron corelation is neglected, eex is expressed as

ee&(a)
=

-(1/m)[3n2n(r)] (3-25)

The second term in eq 3-ll is known to be the gradient

corr･131atin. Comparing polali2:ability of the electron gas

calculated by the use of of Rando皿 phase approxlmat土on

perror shows g2(n) is written as

2
1J2

1

g2(a,

-一言n2β鯛孟(I-w7T,I
-39-
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where =7t is the standard FerLni integral defined by

In(zl) =

(3-27)
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III-2 Thomas-Fermi Model with an Ion-Sphere Boundary

=n this subsection we solve the Thomas-Fermi equation Eq. 3-

2l or 3-22 with art ion-sphere boundary condition. Since Eq 3-21

1s a s土mul七aneous eqs‥ two boundary conditions are needed for

each n(ど) and V(ど).

An土on-sphere radius Ro ls calculated us土n9 the土on density

n. aS
l

a,･ =

(4ztR:/3)-I (3-28)

Electrons are distributed inside the sphere Ro･ Therefore charge

neutrality condition is written

A(r)dr
= I (3-29)

This condition actually determines the chemical potentia1戸･
At the surface of tbe 土on-sphere the electric force should

be zero: that is

w/drlR¢- 0 (3-30-a)

●

The potential is same.as that of bare ion at the orlgln.

V(r)= -eZ/r, foT･ r=0. (3-3O-b)

Finally. electron density must be connected smoothly wj･七b

that of the neighbouring ion-sphere. This condition is written
as

dn/drfRo = 0 (3-31)

Without the Weisacker correlation, the electron density diverges

at the orlgln because the potential is supposed to be r-1.
4 J

With the Weis2:aCker correlation, the boundary condition Eq. (3-

30-b) can be replaced by the electron density at the origin.

These four boundary conditions charcterizes the ion-sphere

Thomas-Ferfni mode1･ Typical results by this model will appear in
●

the sub-sect土on 3-.
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Ill-3 ThomasIFermi Model with a Debye-Huckel Boundary

An ion-ion 土nteract土on has been competely simpl土f土ed 土n the

ion-sphere-like Thomas-Fermi model in subsection ==エー2,. Cowan and

Kirkwood20 investigated a Thomas-Fermi model with the boundary

condition of the Debye-Huckel type. Let Q+(r) be the sum of

charge densities of elect∫ons and 土ons around a pos土t土ve 土on.

Q~ト(∫)土s written as

a+(r) = Zni'(,)-e,I+e(r) ,
(3-32)

where
n+1

and n+e stand for number densities of 土ons and

electrons around the positive ions, respectively･

The Poisson Eq･ 3-32 for potential V+(r) felt by an

electron 土s

v2v+(r) =

-4nQ+(r)

=

_4ne(Zni+(,)-a+e(,))

V+(r) is Coulombic at the origin and zero at infinity, i.e.

v･+(T･) -

-Ze/r
at r= 0

ケ+(I.)=O aE T･=CO

(3-33)

(3-34)

Now we assume that the thermal d土str土butlon of elect∫ons is

the Fermi-Dirac distribution and that of ions is the Maxwp_llian.

That is

n十i
≡

ni(a, )exp[-pzev'(r))

A+e(r･p)
=

ne(00)p2/【1+esp(β(p2/2m+eV+ -p)))
･

(3-35)

=ntegrating Eq･ (3-35) with respect to the momentum p, we

obtain

net.(r,-誓I
p2dp

h3 )
1+exp【β(p2/2Tn+eV+(r)-p)]

-42-
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Here we utilize the fact that each state of an electron occupies
●

a volume h3 土n the phase space･

The potential V+(r) and nl' can be obtained by solving Eqs.

(3-35), and (3-36) with the boundary condition (3-34).The

formalism mentioned above may be regarded as all. eXtention of the

Stev7art-Pyatt
▲node1 (see section ==-3) using the idea of Thomas-

FerLni
.node1｡

The contribution of positive ions to various physical

quごntities is large for large P' that is for low temperature

plasma.I =n fig . 10, pv/kT ( p and v are pressure･and volume

of the system. reSpeCヒively. 土n this context.) is plotted

against T which is calculated by the ordinary Thomas-Fermi model

for an isolated atom and the present Debye-Huckel Thomas-Fermi

fnOdei. These show that the results by both of the models agree

each other at the high temperature liLnit
,

i.e when T is higher

than 100 eV.

The formalism described above does not distinguish the bound

electrons froLn the free ones. Zakowicz et a121) i)roposed
an

alternative Lnethod by which they calculated the effective charge

of the ions Zeff in a straightforward manner･ They also pointed

out the fact･tbat the number of bound elect∫ons calculated by

the Debye-Hucke1-Thomas-Ferlni model shows a strange behaviour.

Following their discussion. we call the electrons bound whose

energies are less than the binding energy. Electric potential
●

now ▲nus亡 sa七isf土es 亡he equa七土ons below. (See ref. 21 for 亡he

detailed derivation of the equations).

v2v+ = 4ne[8rt

(28nnh,3
log

a

p2dp

a '2血'3

1･-p(P(孟･q"
p2dp

p2

1+esp(β(蒜-I))

zed - (4n,2 I.?drr2J
(O

vm)e

- Ze[fnOe

- Zeuni(の)

2
p2dp

-zeffeY+(r)

･2nh,3 fl･-p(p(£･
～,,i
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kT (ev)

Fig. 10 pv/kt against temperature for iron at normal solid density. Results of Debye-

Huckel and ion-sphpre models are compared. (ref.20)
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(3-37′38,39)

Fig･11a Shows the fractions of the bound electrons as a

functions of temperature. The nufnber of the bound electrons

increases with the increase in telnPerature at low temperatures if

compared v7ith the result of =on-sphere-Thomas-Fermi Model shown

三=nl:2Ti･11b
The value inquestion is about l･25 for T--105and

cm-3. As mentioned in section ==-1-I the Debye-Huckel model

breaks dovqn at ｢equals unity･ So it
▲nay

leads to an error if we

use the Debye-Huckel Model at this region. However, this strange

behaviour occures for the following reasons. At high temperatures

ュons have a large k土net土c energy and can penetrate 土nto the

territories of other ions. This contradicts to the assumption in

Ion-Sphere model which prohibit this penetration. The pulling of

electrons by the strong attractive Coulomb potential will surpass

their removal by thermal ionization. Zakowic2: Showed an

appreciable fraction of bound elec七rons appears at 亡he distance

larger than the mean distance between ions. So the overestimate

of bound electron stems fro皿 the fact that the electron which are

loosely bound and easily affected by the perturbation from any

external fields(i.e.. the electrons in quasトstat土onal state) is

regarded to be bounded. =n order to get a corrct fruction of

bound electrons in the Debye-Huckel model, the definition of the

bound electron should be lnOdified. The similar discusion is
lnade

by Carson and Hollingsworth
22)
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Fig. I 1 Fraction of bound electrons calculated by Ion-Sphere Thomas-Fermi model (a)

and Debye-Huckel Thomas-Ferlr)i model (b). (ref.21 )

,･-Ll

＼
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ⅠⅠⅠ-4Thomas-Fermi Model fわr Multi-Component Plasma

℡he工on-sphere radius can be calculated from the plasma

density in the case of the ion-sphere ThoLnaS-FerLni model of one

component plasma as dlscussed 土n subsect土on 工工エー2. For 血ult土_

component plasma, ion-sphere radius for each component are not

.
known. They are determined by the condition that the fermi-level

for eacb土on is the same′ 土n other word the chemical potential

are common to all the ion spleCeS. The Debye-Huckel Thomas-Fermi

model can also be extended for a 爪ul亡ユーcomponen七 plas皿aS. See

ref. 23 and 24 for the detail.

ⅠⅠⅠ-5Thomas,Fermi Shell Model

Various Thomas-Fermi Models in the previous sections do not

distinguish the bound electrons froLn the free ones. The number of

elect∫ons that are inside the sphere RO is glVen aS

去†4nr2drl
8
r[p2dp

1 +erp[P(p2/2'rーeV+p) 】
(3-40)

=n order to represent the shell structure of atoms, we

introduce a trial electronic potential VShel1(I)･ Let En,i a One-

electron energy of (n,i) state with this potential. n and i mean

the usual principal and azimuthal quantum nuLnbers. We apply the
=

Fer皿i-Dirac d土stribu亡ion for the electron population. the

probability Pn.1 With which an electron is found in an (n.i)

state is

2(21+1 )
Pn, E 1 +exp[(En,I +u‖

(3-41)

Here we suppose there are (21+1) degenerate state for the up and

dっwn s上)1n electrons･ The nuLnber of bound electrons are written by
=

七be su爪Of Pn′1
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Nb- ∑pn,I
tL. I

(3-42)

The number of free electrons Nf is calculated as follows.
f

S土nce the皿土ni皿um mOmentu爪Of the free electrons at pos土tlon ど

sat土sfles the equation

pmJ･n212m十eV
≡ 0

I

(3-43)

ヽヽ

the lovTer bound of the integration of Eq. (3-40) should start

from P

.(r).
That is

mln

･F

-.去[4nr2drlp.TT81 J1

8
rIP2dp

1 +exp【?(p2/2tn-eV+zL))

Total electrons including free and bound ones is

NねLd = Nb+NF

(3-44)

(3-45)

=f the Vshell is assumed to be V(r) whcih is obtained by the

usual TholnaS-FerlTLi models without separating the bound electrons

from free, the condition_ (3-45) is not satisfied. The method
to

obtain a self-consistent Vshell and Enll Vqill be presented in the

succeeding section, and we corlSider approximate solutions

following the work by Sink?6)･

Zink supposed two types of trial Vshe11･ One of them is a

ion-sphere type potentia1･ Let Ro be a ion-sphere radius･ The

potential Vshell at rl Which is not less than rl deterLnined

later.土s the 土on-sphere poten七土al.

z+R r2 3

v'shetE=首(T十諒一言)

For r<rll Vis taken to be
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Ze

V8hell

r(1十ar2)

●

Z T･

十言(玩+Al) (3-47)

where Alis obtained from the cont土nu土ty cond土t土on of the

poten亡土al a亡rl･

The charge neutrality condition requires that electrons of total

charge Z be located inside A and makes a relation between rl and

Z*, i.e.,

Al=

2ZArl R 3

･_-+-

(1+All)2 r1 2
(3-48)

●

A is a para.neter vlhich
is decided by a glVen Z･

Therefore′ the potential Vshell is parametrized only by a single

paralneter Z*･ Z* and plasma density is connected by the relation

a+=

2ZATI a

(1+Arュ)3ー(1+Arl戸 (3 -4･q)

The procedure of nufnerical calculation is as follows.

F土rs亡J Value is se七to an appropriate Z★ and we calculate the

chelnical potential u and rll Al froITL the Eq･ (3-48)･ The obtained

d土s used to refine Z☆･ Calculat土ons are repeated till in土t土al

and obtained Z* do not differ･ Zink gave the pressure of the

systeln aS a function of telnPerature. One of his results is shown

in Fig. 12. .The i)ressure obtained by Zink shows a certain jump at

ab､⊃Llt ioユd.3nSity 15g/cln3. He did not present the values of

En,i and 〟a lack the informations about the detailed atolTLic

structure obtained by this model. C.M.Lee26) added the

contribution froITL the resonant state which is emerged
in

conntinuum states. He wrote the electron d土str土but土on as

nL(r) =

nFrye(r) + nb(r)+TLr(r) ･ (3一丁o)

vqhere
nr (I) is the elecron density of the resonant electron and

derive i-ro.n the resonant state distribution around a resonant

energy e&/ye of lth partial waveLJ且(a-el･yTe)
as

Cot(e_eE･re)血
~

■一1+exp【b(e-zE)))
臼 Eiil
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Fig. 12 Pressure against density calculated by Debye-Huckel models. (ref.27)
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The obtaind pressure (shown in Fig12 again) dose not jump and is

smootb 王or the en七ire 土on density.
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IV Quantum Treatments

we tre.at elestrons not as a classical particles but quantum

ones in this section. The
lTLOtion of the electrons is now

expressed by the wave fu･nction･ To obtain the wave function' we

must se七 up an appropr土aヒe Hamilton土an･ As 土s mentioned

エntroduct土onl七here are many ways 七o do so･ We can start with a

single electron HalTLiltonian or multielectron one, and we can use

relativ土st土c or non-relat土Ⅴ土呂t土c. Hartree-Fock approx土mat土on or

the Hartree-Fock-Slater appr(⊃J(ilnatior Moreover, since the

problem is quantumt there exist ▽arious ITLethods of finding a

solu七土on such as the var土at土onal ▲nethod′
七he

and the Green function method. The number of

HalTLiltonians′ the approximations and the

infinite. Therefore, there is no single view

can review the studies carried out by

correlating each other. So we classify those

single atom and for atoms. A single atom

perturbat土on 爪ethod

comb土nat土on of the

methods 土s almost

point from which vqe

fnany researchers

works for 七hat for a

proble皿 土s dlvlded

土nto 爪ultielecton and single electron problems.

i:./
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IV-1 Atoms with External Field (Stark Broadening of Level亨)

The earliest dark vthich
treats the Stark effect in plasma

was that of =nglis and Te11er17). They calculated level

broadening and discussed the depression of series limit in

emission spectra. This effect is one of the explanations ofl the

experimental continuum lowering.

To discuss the Stark shift, the parabolic coordinate is

suitable because the probleln is not 'spherical sym爪etries.

Fo11owing =nglis and Teller, let F be the external electric

field. =f N single charged ions are in a unit volume, the

strength of the external field F is roughly written as

F =
aeN2B

(4-1)

Holtzlnark calculates a value to be 3.7. (This value is known to

be the Holtz▲nark limit)･ With the given FQ energy Shift of nor

nl′ n2 (nl' n2 = 0,1.2,,,n-1) stateis

AE = (3/2)rLo(n2-nl)aoeF I (4-2)

where ao indicates the Bohr radius･

This shows that the maximum splitting of the energy of the no

orbital is

3'1o('1o-1 )ao eF ･ (4-3)

since the energy of state no
is 1/2n2･ the field Frequireds to

make the adjacent spectral lines of principal quantuln number n

and a-1 to be爪erged is

■■

_■′

a e2
-

- = 3no(Flo-1)aoeF･
dn･ 2aon2 (4-4)

F-e/[3a芸n.?(A.-1H
缶 e/3a.2n.6

using Eq･ 4-41 We Can Obtain a rough estimation of the density at

which the line of state n lne}IgeS into the continuum.
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3.7eN2(3 =

3ao2 mos
･N

= (11･1ao2no5)3a

F

yamamoto and Narufni23) have recently

shift of a hydrogenic neon caused by to

(4-5)

calculated the energy

the ex七errlal electric

field fro皿 neighbouring ions.
■■

They wrote the potential in multipole expansion,

v(r･R,--き-zp
･

,!.去pL(-S(0"
(4-6)

where Zp and A represent the charge and the position of a

perturber, respectively.

Using this expression, they write the elgen Value of the
●

bound Sヒark state as′

En,nl.n2

-一打芝(nl-n2,志警㌔
z2e2

1
【6(nl-n2)2-n2+l]n2

L

岩こ- :~｢

2 z2114

2
e I.

ic3
(4-7)

where e=n2ao/R

The second term corresponds to the linear Stark profile and the

third to the quadrupole correction･ From Eq･ 4-71 Shift of Lyman-

series A山kd'can be calculated as

AwKd'p,

-芝F謡Al

where Akd is defined by

A窒ニー如1-n2)+n･(n･1-A,2)

-54-
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and F means the strength of the ele'ctric field "13Zp/R2)･ Applying

electric 皿土crof土eld d土s七ribut土on for F′ they obtained the Stark

profile. Numeric･al values of the half line width are tabulated in

their original paper. Figure I3 shows b'roadening of levels,

which is superposed on the energy shift caused by the screening

effect discussed in subsec七ion工ト2. (see Fig. 『 )
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Ne(cm-3 )

Fig. 13 Energy levels broadened by Stark shift for a hydrogenic Neon. (ref.9)
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IV-2 Average Atom Model and Quantum'Cell Model

=n the preceding subsections, we have considered a single

electron orbital of an atom in a given mOde･1 potential in section
●

==. Now we go into the multi-electron problem.

Let's consider an atomic state of a particular ith atom ::･n

plasma･ =n real plasma, the atomic state. i.e.. the electronic

configurationl Charge state distibutionl and the energy of

orb土tals and so on can be specif土ed･ defin土七ely･ HoweverI We are

interested in quantities averaged over the atoms in plasmal

e.g., the average degree of ionization, the energy or the

electron occupation number of orbitals. To obtain these values,

we 皿uSt Calculate the electronic state of each atom wh土ch 土s

interacting each other and then take the average of these

physical quantities. This procedure needsi a lot of calculation.

But.土王 the atoms are 土n thermal equiribr土um′ we can solve the

problem much easier by introducing a hypothetical average atom

which has the following characteristics.

1) ℡be electron occupation number ど(n∫l) of the n∫l bound

orbit is not necessarily be integer, thought a real atom in

plasma has integer occupation numbers.

2) P(n,i) satisfies the､ Fermi-Dirac distribution.

We suppose all the electronic properties of the plasma are

derived from the characteristics of this atom. Though the

コuStlfica七ion of this assumption may no七 be clear. this
●

hypothetical atom (often called an Average Atom) is frequently

discussed as a represen七a七土ve of the atoms 土n the plasma for its

simplicity. =n order to calculate the energy levels of the

average atom, we can utilize a variety of the methods which are

familiar in quantum mechanics. One of them is the Hartree-Fock

approx土mat土on｡

Let Rnll be the radial wave function of a bound state in the

effective potential Veff･ RnJI Satisfies the Shro岸dinger eq･

1 d a

~声右【rd7Rn･L(rH'[
2ql十1)

+ Veq ) Rn.i =CbRn.I
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Then the radial density of bound electron for the aver?ge atom

土s wr土t七en as

1
r

nb(,)=-
41Ⅰ

2(2J+1 )

1 +exp([P(En,[-p 汀I

where n,i summation runs over all the

For the density of free electron

the Thomas-Fermi-Dirac approximation

of the TF mode1' nさr)
is expressed as

nf(r,
- I

Fフニ

Ro

p2 dp

1 +exp[p (p2/2Tn+VeFf-P)]

(4-ll)

bound s七a七es.

nf(r)I the Thomas-Fermi or

is applicable. =n the case

(4-1.2)

The effective potential Veff is common to all the bound

elect∫ons and written as 亡he sum of 七he attractive Coulomb

potential by nuclus and the repulsive旦nd
_exchange

potentials

between electrons and correlation if needed`土.eり

ze2
Yeu - -

-十Vc(r)+ V'ez(r)+ V'corr(r)十【Vl･(r)j
r

(4-13)

where Vi(r) stands for the potential caused by surrounding ions･

The present setting of the problem gives the results of an
こ

isolated atom. The Average Atom correctly represents the

features of the atom in plasma only j.f effec七土ve potential V

eff

re宕lects the plasma prOper七土es or an correct boundary cond土七土on

on wavefun七ion is applied.

There are two types of boundary conditions for the average

atom model.

Type =

The wave function of the type = average atom is zero at

infinity･ =n this case effective potential Veff reflects the
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contribution from the ions ip plasma and satisfies the

conditlon′

V'eu(r)=o

(4-14)
V'eu(r) =

-eZ/el

There are various ways to take into accouht the contribution

from the ions･ For example'we can assume VらfftO be Debye-Hucke1

とype, that 土s, the dlstr土bu七ion of 土ons nl(∫)土s given by 七he

世a認弥e11-Boltzmann distribution,

nl(r)
= e

-

PZiVeu

One of the difficulties with the type = average atom model

is concerned with the self-consistency between the obta.ined

wave functions and the initial assumed effective potential. We can

not expect that all of the solutions of eq. 4-10 are real

wavefunctlons′ because′ as 土s ment土oned 土n the introduction.七bey

may have a large amplitude at the position of the other ions.

This difficulty becomes more apparent when ion density goes

higher.工n order to get rid of 七h土s undesirable resul亡′ 七he

Fermi-distribution 4-1l can be modified and nb(r) is replaced by

a phenomenologlCal parameter Dn,

D =

2n2/(1+a(r.7/R.)a),
tt

(4-15)

where Ro and the ron are the ion-sphere and radius of亡be n-th

shell of a neutral atom. By choosing appropriate values for a and

b in eq. 4-15, number of bound states is limited since the

delocalized orbital changes its nature into that of continuum

states.

でype 工工

The second one is the ion-sphere type boundary condition.

The wavefunc七ion of the bound electron should be confined 土nside

the ion-sphere defined by Ro･ This can be done by putting the

boundary condition of radial wave王unc七ion as
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Rn.i(0)= 0

Rn,I(ro)=O or

a
,Rn,l(r)

&[
)=O aE r=Ro

Rnrl is normalized as

-I.Ror2R"
2(r,dr

- 1

(4-16)

(4-17)

Since the contribution from other ions is represented by ヒhe 土on-

sphere boundary condition, Vi(r) needs not be added to Vs
ff･

The

average atom model with this type of boundary condition lS Often

called the Quantum Cell班odel.

S. Skupsky discussed the X-ray line shift of hydrogenic Neon

based on type 工 boundary condition. One of his typlCal results is

shown in fig 14 . The shift of 2p - 1s transition energy

oscillates at low electron density reglOn. On the contrary to the

results of 土on-sphere model discussed in subsectlOnⅡエー2. blue

shift can be expected at particularly density regions.

R. Rozsnyai 18)
worked with the boundary condition of type

==. =n his work =ron atom was investigated taking into account

the relativistic effect. There ara_ many figures and tables in his

orlglnal paper.
1 4
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ⅠⅤ-3 Cluster Calculation Approaches

The binding nature between ions in plasmas can be taken

accoun七 土f cluster or molecular calculat土on 土s applied to

invest,igate the electronic properties of plasmas･ Since most

cluster calculation need larger com?utational effort than single

atom calculation. there are only a few examples. One of them 土s the

Discrete Variationa Xo( (DV-Xd) mehtod･

Though ions move randomly in plasrp.as, the DV-Xa method

deals with fictitious cluster in which atomic configuration is

fixed. The physical background of the model is based on the

discussion that the configuration of ions becomes a spatial

closest pack at a high-density limit. So,this model is applicable

for high G plasmas. The ion density can be controled by changing
●

the 土nteratom土c d土stances 土n the cluster. By applying.the Fermエー

Dlrac d土str土bu七ion for electron occupat土on′ 亡he effec七 of

electron temperature can be simulated･ =n the DV-Ⅹc( methodl

single electron states are calculated on the basis of effective

potentials which involves the exchange interaction between

electrons in an approximate form of the local potential. The

local potential土s expressed as being proportional亡o the cubic

root of 七he local density n(ど) a七 each pn土n亡.でhe 亡○亡al

Hamiltonian of the cluster is given by
=

Ⅳ

H-- ∑v≡+Uc+Ue,
F!室EJ

where N is the number of electrons in the cluster and UC is a

Coule)mb potential term
and UeX represents an exchange int色rdCtion

ter爪in atomic units･● The wavefunction召こof the cluster is

written by the superposition of +.he atomic orbital (LCAO-MO) and

expressed as

v-∑cjXj
ノ

where Xコis symmetrized orbitals. With th,e liamiltonian and
● ● ●

overlap lnatrices H1,3 and S1･3, given by

H.･=<X･IHfXj>, S･･=<X･fX･ >
■') 暮 り I I

the secular equat土on 王or C 土s
■■
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HC=8SC

where represents the energies Of orbitals･ The charge neutrality

condition decides the boundary condition of the wavefunct土on･

The electrori occupies each orbital with Ferlni-Dirac

d土str土bution; that is

P点=ah
1 +ap(P(8h-I))

The calculation is repeated till the self-consistency is achieved

between the resultant wavefunct土ons and 七rial charge

distribution.

one of their results at zero temperature is given in the
●

Fig.I5-., which shows that one electron'energies are given as a

fuTiごtion of interneuclear distance for the face-centered cubic

Ne13 clusters. For the simple cubic Ne8 cluster, the energy

diagram is not diJ:-ferent appreciably from that of Ne13･

The 2s and 2p orbitals form band-like structure and broaden

their energy levels( which can represent the so-called continuum

lowering･ The core ls orbital gains energy with decreasing

internueclear d土stance 土n the reglOn Of lO～2 a.uり because the
●

screening charge of the nuclear attractive potential increases･

At an extremely high density region (higher than 3xlOユタatoms/cm3

), kinetic energy of electrons rapidly increases because they

are conflned 土n a small l土m土ted volume. The 土ncrease in kinetic

energy of outer shell electrons is also seen in the reg･1On

around lO沖 atoms/cm3 ; this corresponds to the pressure

土on土za七土on. W土とh土n the f土c七土t土ous cluster′ 亡he effective

potential for one-electron orbital, which is same for all

orbitals in the DV-3b(model, change its nature fro爪the Coulombic

to highly screened potential as is seen in fig. t6.

When electron temperature goes uP With fixed ion densityl

the mixing of the atomic wavefunct土ons between neighboring atoms

becomes less important. This is one of the natural demonstrations

that atomic representation of the electronic property holds valid

in high temperature plasma. Since thermally ionized electron

forLnS almost uniform charge distribution, the screening charge of

attractive core potential. becoLneS Smal1･ Thenl the core orbitals

comes to be bounded more tightly and sequentially the overlap of
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the wavefunct土on becomes s皿all. ℡b土s fea七ure 土s 土11us七ra亡ed 土n

Fig. I7.

Recen亡1y 七h土s method has been appl土ed 七o the analysis of the

X-ray emission spectra (shown in Fig. 1) of Si which is in grass

micro balloon target irl the inertial confinement fusion

experilTLent. The I-den.sity and electrD-n temperature f･or the

spectrum shown in fig. 1. are estimated to be log/cm3 and 200

eV′ respec七土vely.

since Jlhe Lyman series of Si+13 can be clearly seen in the

spectrum, the electronic configuration of the emitter atom dose

not differ much fLIOm those of isolated Si-ion. So a photo emitter

Si ion in a model cluser is is surrounded by eigllt Si atolnS With

the average electronic configuration in the plasma. LCAO-MO

wave functions are used for the bound state. The free electron

distribution was computed using the Thomas-Fermi method. The

FerITLi-Dirac distribution is used to
･g･et the occupation nuLnber of

the orbital for surrounding eight atoms. By inverse-transforming

the LCAO-MO to Atomic Orbital, the central Si atom can keep

hydrogenic configur･ation within the 出0-:pict･ure. Numerical basis

functions ls to 5f of Si atom are used for the calculation.

The obtained X-ray transition energies from np to ls are
●

plotted in the fig.1 again. =n these calculation electron

temperature 土s supposed 七o be 200 eV and ion dens土t土es are 4, 8′

12, 20, and 40 g/cITL3. ･Transition energies are not indicated =f

the initial orbital np mixed with the orbitals of neighboring

ions and loses atomic property,

The calculated spectra differ from that of isolated Si+13.

Firstly, transition energy 2p -

'ls shifted red-side about 15 eV

when ion density goes to 40g/cm3. secondly, 3p level splits into

2 or 3 lines at the density 8 - 12 守/cm3. The trans土t土on from 3p

to ls at 8g/cm3 is not observed experimentally. From these facts

we think emission lines 2p - 1s and 3p
-1s

from Si atom in high

density and temperature plasma is not observed as sharp lines but

as broad peaks. Since the 4p a.nd 5p orbitals are mixed with those

of neighboring Si atoLnS , the transition from those orbitals

are hurried into the continuum.

1

The merit of the cluster calculatioll is summarized in th

following points. =f a single ion is taken as a representative of

ions 土n plasma′ 土t土s d土ff土cult to find an appropr土a七e boundary
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conditions for wave function as seen in sub-section =TJ-2. With the

cluster calculat土on′ 亡he boundary condition of the wave function

becomes less important when the size of cluster becomes large.

For exam上?1e the wave function located at the central atom of the

cluster can be represented much easier without thinking about its
r

boundary condition provided a realistic atomic configuration
●

around the ion is given. And also the contribution of surface

energy to the total energy of the cluster, which depends on the

choice of Ha爪iltonian and boundary cond土七土on of cluster. becomes

small for a huge cluster. However, this extention of cluser size

requires a bigger computational effort.

=V-3-b Cluster model calculation using extended Huckel method

Co11ins and Merts calculated electronic properties of

clusters which contain about 100 atoms using the extended Huckel

lrLethod. Their calculation is based on the Born-Oppenheimer

approximation( namely fixed atomic configuration as DV-Ⅹd method

mentioned in the above subsection. The band width of Na, AI Ccu

and Fe are calculated as a function of interatolnic separation or

土n other wordl COmpreSS土on土n the range o£ion dens土七y from 1023

to 1026･ The electron temperature is supposed to be zero and the

ther爪al血Ot土on of 土ons 土s not directly taken 土nto account 土n

their calculation. However, one of their imp()rtant results is

that the distortion of atolTLic configuration by the thermal motion

of ions will change the band width by at most lO % at the

telTLPerature below 500 K and the lTLixing of atomic orbital has a

large contribution to the broadening of levels at the plasma

parameters they are inve.stigated.
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V Conclusion

At the beginning of this article, we started our discussion

with the reasonablly gen=al description of the problem･ We wrote

a time dependent Hamilt()nian o the system consist of nucleus and

electrons and showed how it can be reduced into atomic models in

plasmas. Though a lot of fruitful results have been achieved

using these method and they can explain the experimental results

fairly welll authors of this article think the present study on

ato皿土c problem in plasma is not adequate･

For example the broadening of level is expalined in

differen+･ way atomic an molecular rrLOdelfl, =n the atomic picture.

the level broadening is acumulation of energy shifts of he

orbitals′ i.e., tim averaging Of energy shifヒ. =f we evaluate the

electronic propertis of plasmas in time, ve can get a perturbed

potential at a given time. This perturbation potential will cause

the shift of energy and the distribution of energy levels as a

function()f time is related to the broadening of the levels if we

take the atomic picture. The effective potential models fo a ion

土n plas爪aS Calculate the shift of energy but 亡hey are not

directly connected to this time averaging Procedure or at least
コ

their relat土on 土s not clear. On the con七raly′ the molecular

calculation shows the broadening of levels even if ions do not

!nove′ name1 ℡=O. The width of levels by melecular calculation

should be enhanced by the thermal motion of ions. These two

爪Odels are valid at different plasma marameters′ however′ they

should be corrLbiェュed. The key to this goal seems to be the time

evaluation of plasmas.

An urgent requirment for theoretical study of atomic

processes in plasmas is getting information usuful for designing
=

a nuclear fusion reactor. that 土s how we get much more high

compression and high temperature in inertial confinement fusion･

Speaking more concretely we have to answer the question such as

how do electron and 土on become hot at shock fron七 and how does

rad土at土on transpor七 tbe energy 土n the course of compression.

Again we feel a need for a time dependent calculation of

atomic properties in plasmas. However, at present, non of models

in this article can not predict the behaviour of electrons and

ions because 七he motion of 土ons 土s thou9bly omitted from the

d土scuss土ons. Only a few爪Odel seems tO be able亡o describe the
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properties of atoms in real plasmas with some future extension of

tbeor土es. ℡hese extensions are realy desired not only for 七he

progress of 工CF program but also for the basis study of UV and

X-ray lasers and so on.
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